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By Editor: 

Last summer a woman was calling for help in the anchorage while her boat was taking on water.  

The responding FPD officer stood on the dock and was reported to have asked dispatch, “What 

am I suppose to do, swim out to help her?”  The officer didn’t have access to the police boat only 

a few feet from him because only four officers are allowed to operate an expensive piece of 

safety equipment (you can see the list below) that is considered the FPD’s toy.  A Handy Boat 

employee went to her rescue, because they have access to watercraft. 

 

A few summers back a windsurfer was in trouble off of Mackworth Isl.  The Portland Harbor 

Master dispatched a Portland boat to rescue the surfer because the Falmouth police boat was tied 

up and the approved operators were off duty, because this happened after 15:30 on a Sunday.  It 

was reported that Falmouth’s response was to send a ladder truck from the FFD to the island 

with perhaps the plan to extend the ladder over the rocks to the surfer. 

 

Then we have five firefighting vehicles, from sources interviewed at 14:45 on the 20th, worth 

about half a million dollars each, a lot more than the police boat toy, and there are about 70 

approved and trained operators for these vehicles because Fire Chief Rice doesn’t treat his 

equipment like toys for four of his firefighters. 

 

We should point out that Chief Tolan is not trained to operate the Police Boat.  Is it possible that 

Chief Rice isn’t trained to operate all the trucks in the Falmouth Fire Department’s fleet?  

Unlikely, highly unlikely.  

 

While Tolan considers training additional boat operators let’s hope no one dies while this 

‘considering’ takes place.  

 

Is it too much to ask of Chief Tolan to get trained to operate the single most expensive piece of 

safety equipment under his command?  Or, is Chief Tolan’s day consumed by planning his lunch 

and signing off duty at 15:30? 



 



 


